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ABSTRACT. Late Wisconsin-age drumlins west of Milwaukee are clustered atop upla nds bounded by 
discrete scarps. Gravel operations within the upla nds have exposed drum lin cores of undeformed till a nd 
outwash beds which are truncated at the sides of the drumlin. In a few a rea~, da~ ti c dikes, faults , overturned 
bedding and shear folds disturb the o riginal layering. The drumlin shapes a re bla nketed with a ba~al till 
1-3 m thick (" retreat" till ) which truncates all internal st ructures. This till covering ca nnot be distinguished 
from the youngest truncated till ("advance" till ). 

Truncation of a ll of these structures shows that these drumlins are eros iona l forms carved from pre
existing drift. Apparently, during erosion under compressive Aow, some beds became un ;table and initia ted 
large-scale movements of material into the drumlin from beneath the drumlin form. Failure and mobil ization 
of the finer-grained beds may have been due to increased pore pressures, differing stages of dil a tancy, or 
differing bulk densities. A growth relationsh ip for drumlins may exist tha t is based upon the rates of material 
moving into the drumlin from below a nd ra tes of eros ion of the drumlin form. 

RESUME. Composition, structure interne, et hypotMsc deformation des drumlins, Wallkesha COUllty, Wisconsin, U.S .. 1. 
Des drumlins datant de la fin du Wisconsin a I'ouest de Milwa ukee sont groupes a u-dessus de p lateaux 
limites pa r d es escarpements. Des recherches de gravier dans les plateaux ont mis a jour des coeurs de 
drumlins formes de depots morainiques non deformes et de lits less ives qui sont coupes sur les bords du 
drumlin. En quelques zones, des cordons de materia ux cla~tiques, des interruptions des lits retournes et des 
plis de cisaillement perturbent I'empilement origine!. Les formes des drumlins son t noyees dans une moraine 
de base de 1 a 3 m d'epaisseur (mora ine de " retrait" ) qui decoupe toutes Ics structures interne,. (;ctte 
moraine de couverture ne peut et re dist inguee de la moraine decoupee la plus recente (moraine d '''avancee'' ) . 

Le decoupage de toutes ces structures montre que ces drumlins sont des formes cl 'e rosion ta illees dans des 
apports preex i stant~ . Apparemment , au cours de I' erosion sous des ecoulements en compression, quelques 
lits devinrent instable, et commencerent a subir des mouvements sur une gra nde echelle vel's le drumlin de 
materiaux issus d'en dessous d e la forme du drumlin. La rupture et la mise en mouvement des lit , a ux 
grains plus fins peuvent a voir ete dues it I'a ugmentation des press ions internes, it des differences de d ila tat ion 
ou de d ensite a pparente. Une loi d e croissance pour les drumlins peut ex ister basee sur les vitesses d' entra ine
ment des materiaux des niveaux infe rie urs vers le drumlin ainsi que sur les vitesses d'eros ion de forme 
drumlin. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. .:(usammensetzllllg, i,ll/ere Struktur l/lld BildulIgshvpothese fu r Drumlills ill Waukesha COIIII!V. 
Wisconsin, U.S.A. Drumlins aus der spa ten Wisconsineiszeit westli ch von Milwaukee haufen si ch a uf 
Hochflachen, die durch getrennte Boschungen begrenzt sind . Kiesentna hmen auf den Hochflachen haben 
Drumlinkerne aus ungestortem Schutt und Schmelzwasserrinnen freigelegt, die a n den Fla nken der 
Drumlins enden. In ein paar Gebieten storen bruchige Da mme, Verwerfungen und Scherfalten die 
ursprungliche Lagerung. Die Drumlinformen sind mit 1- 1 m dicker G rundmora ne (" Ruckzugsmora ne") 
bedeckt, die a lle inneren Strukturen kappt. Diese Schutthulle liisst sich vom jungsten gekappt en Schutt 
("Vorstossmorane" ) nicht unterscheiden. 

Die K a ppung all dieser Strukturen zeigt , dass diese Drumlins Eros ionsformen sind, die aus einer alteren 
Ablagerung herausprapariert wurden. Wahrend d er Erosion unter kompress ivem Fliessen wurclen e inige 
Rinnen sichtlich instabil und verursachten grossraumige Materia ltransporte in d ie Drumlins von unten her. 
Verfall und Offnung der feinerkornigen Rinnen kann durch erhohten Porendruck, verschicdene Stadien del' 
Dehnung oder verschiedene Dichte hervorgerufen worden sein. Fur Drumlins kiinnte ein Wachstumsgesetz 
bestehen, d as auf der Ge,chwindigkeit des Massentransports in d en Drumlin von unten und auf der Erosions
gcschwindigkeit der Drumlinform beruht. 

INTRODUCTION 

Drumlins have fascinated geomorphologists perhaps more than a ny other glacial landform. 
Their symmetry, spatial groupings, and the variabili ty of their lengths, heights and materials 
have led to a variety of theories of drumlin formation. Early workers debated whether 
drumlins were products of deposition by the " plastering on" or lodgement <)i' till around 
obstacles, or rather the result of incomplete subglacial erosion. More recent studies have 
concluded that both erosion and deposition were somehow involved in drumlin formation 
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(see Muller, rCI9741 ). However, the mechanisms of formation and the int erplay betwecn 
deposition a nd t'l"osion have never been established. This paper contains an hypothesis of 
formation primarily based on erosional processes but also containing possible mechanisms for 
the "growth " of drumlins . Derived from excellent exposures of drumlin interiors within a 
modest sized drumlin field, this hypothes is has potential for explaining many features found in 
drumlins in other areas . 

The Waukesha drumlin field , fi t'st mapped by Alden (1918) , contains about °50 dnllnlills 
and relat ed stream lined features su rrou nding Waukesha , Wisconsin (Fig. I ) . Formed by ice 
advancing out of the Lake Michigan basin approximately 14 500 yea rs B.P . (Willmall and 
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Fryc, 1970 , p. 204), the drumlin field abuts the Kettle interlobate moraine on the west and is 
overlapped by a younger set of moraines to the east. W es tward flow of the Lake Michigan 
lobe was impeded by the south-eas tward Aow of the neighboring Green Bay lobe and the 
gent le eas tward dip of unded ying Silurian dolomites (Martin, 1916) . 

This particulat· drumlin field was chosen for study beca use of it s ma nagea ble sizc (approxi
mately 1 100 km2) and its numerous gravel operations. Seventeen drumlins are extensively 
exposed due to this mining. Although using mostly gravel pits as study sites biased data 
towards drumlins which contained considerable sand and gravel, well logs indicate that a 
large portion of the drumlins in this field are cored with thick gravel deposits. 
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The Wa ukesha d rumlin fi d d is o nly a sllla ll pa rt or the a rea covered lw th t' l.a ke :\Iic h iga n 
lo be w hi c h n lo'vTd f ~\I ' so uth in to Illi nois (vVillma n and Frye , I t)70 ) , It li es nort h a nd cas t o f 
th e Da l'iell nl ol'a in c a nd K e ttl e int er\oba te mora ine w hic h p n :su m a bl v WlTe dqm siled a t th e 
tilllC of l!r'u ll11i n jC)J'Jlla tion (Aldcn , 19 18 ) , The w idth of til l' zone o f d r u lIllill s iJe h ind th e 
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Darien moraine is difficult to measure because of the younger moraines which bury the eastern 
end of the drumlin field. The density of drumlins decreases markedly from about six drumlins 
per km' nearly 50 km from the terminal moraine to a lmost no drumlins or streamlined hills at 
5-10 km. This is roughly the same trend as in the neighboring Green Bay lobe, where over 
5 000 drumlins are present within a zone from about 15-80 km in back of the terminal 
moraine. The up-ice border of this large drumlin field is an abrupt break between a very 
drumlinized area and the smoother ground moraine to the north; the down-ice boundary is 
very transitional as drumlins become more widely spaced. 

Like most other drumlin fields, the Waukesha drumlins have a fan-shaped pattern of 
streamlining, here ranging from 2900 to 2200 (Figs I and 2). No major discrepancies were 
found between the drumlin alignments and striations on bedrock indicating ice-flow direc
tions; the minor differences observed could have been the result of ice flowing around the 
drumlins or else due to waning ice flowing according to local ice-surface slopes during deglacia
tion. The drumlins show no deflection or any other altered flow pattern on their western edge 
where the Lake Michigan and Green Bay lobes converged. 

The uneven spatial distribution of drumlins throughout the Waukesha area is obvious from 
Figure 2. A X' test comparing the drumlins' frequency per square mile and the "random" 
Poisson frequency distribution produced a calculated x' = 156.892 and a tabled value 
X' = 29.588 (0.01 confidence level) (Whittecar, unpublished). This suggests that the drumlins 
have either a "regular" or a "clustered" pattern (Oeppen and Ongley, 1975). The variance
mean ratio of the quadrat data (1.984) is larger than unity, thereby implying that the drumlins 
are "clustered" (Rogers, 1974). 

Not only are the drumlins clustered but they are usually grouped atop distinct uplands 
made of drumlinoid features. The uplands can be mapped by outlining the base of the scarp 
which separates one upland from another and from the broad valleys often found between the 
uplands. As Figure 2 illustrates, although not all drumlins are found on uplands and some rise 
from the broad outwash-filled valleys, the uplands dominate the landscape in the cent er of the 
drumlin field. All uplands have sets of parallel interfluves which sometimes cover the entire 
surface if no drumlins are present. This landscape is simi lar to others in North Dakota 
described as "scoured by a gigantic rake" (Aronow, 1959, p . 195) and the "drumlin shield" 
in Finland (Glilckert, 1971, from Embleton and King, 1975). 

Miller (1972) reported that a similar clustered situation existed in parts of the Lake 
Ontario drumlin field in New York . He suggested that either clustering was developed by 
melt-water channelization removing drumlins once formed in the valleys between uplands or 
that thick drift might bury low-lying drumlins. However, since large fluvial erosion channels 
are indistinct and melt-water tributary networks are difficult to reconstruct, Miller thought 
also that drumlins may never have been formed in the valleys. Precisely the same features and 
arguments are applicable to the Waukesha area. 

Drumlin boundaries are difficult and often unpractical to delineate where they are 
crowded together on the uplands. Even so, it is obvious that most of these drumlins do not fall 
into the "ideal" drumlin description (Flint, [1971]) with marked asymmetry and oval 
contours. Many drumlins have diamond-shaped contours, are irregular due to bedrock 
influences or are nearly circular . Some drumlins do have higher length-to-width ratios of 
6 : I to 8 : I , and these tend to be asymmetric with steeper slopes pointing up-ice. 

Mills (unpublished) compared dimensions of drumlins in groups throughout the United 
States. His analysis of the Hartland and Genesee I : 24000 U .S.G.S. topographic quadrangles 
in the area of greatest drumlin density near Waukesha produced the following data: mean 
width, 0.21 km; mean length, 0.48 km; mean stature, 14.1 m; length-to-width ratio, 2.20; 
mean stoss-to-mean lee slope ratio, I. 12. Compared to other drumlins in the United States 
that Mills measured, these drumlins are generally shorter, of average width, and most nearly 
symmetric about their short axes. 
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COMPOSITION OF THE DRUMLIN INTERIORS 

Information about the interiors of the drumlins comes from gravel-pit exposures, road cuts 
and well logs. These sources of data show that most, if not all, of the drumlins are cored by 
gravels interbedded in places with several pre-drumlin till layers. 

Sands and gravels within the drumlins are interpreted as sheets of outwash deposited in 
front of an ice mass; well logs suggest that these units were once continuous over broad areas. 
The gravel layers range from I to ID m thick and contain mostly dolomite fragments with 
some crystalline erratics . Paleocurrent directions were determined in the sand and gravel by 
measuring cross-bedding and gravel imbrication. Following methods described by Rust 
(1975), 30 or more gravel clasts were measured at 16 locations within eight drumlins near 
Waukesha. Cross-bed dip di.rections were gathered where available in six different gravel pits. 
All of the data concerning the shape, distribution, and current structures of the sand and 
gravel unit strongly suggest that it developed as a pro-glacial outwash plain rather than in 
stratified drift deposited beneath the ice (Whittecar, unpublished) . 

Interbedded within the outwash layers are several pre-drumlin tills. At least two tills are 
distinguishable from the surface till and each other by stratigraphic position, grain lithologies, 
and textures (Whittecar, unpublished). Angular )Jnconformities, superposition, and till fabrics 
indicate that these tills were deposited by earlier ice masses unrelated to the formation of the 
drumlins. 

"ADVANCE" AND "RETREAT" TILLS 

The very stoney and compact sandy till above the outwash cores of the Waukesha drumlins 
has a wide range of textures . Even so, no significant compositional differences can be identified 
between any till layers exposed at or near the surface of the drumlins. The highly variable 
thickness of the surface till ranges from 30 m under the tops of some drumlins to 3 m thick 
on sides and under inter-drumlin lows. Along the slopes of especially steep drumlin uplands 
the till is not present, either having been eroded since deglaciation or not having been deposited 
at all. In most areas though, till completely blankets the landscape. Fabrics taken in this 
basal till generally indicate ice flow parallel to the drumlin axes (Whittecar, unpublished) . 

The significant sub-division to be made within the till units above the gravels is the 
structural distinction between till which markedly truncates all units below it and that till 
which is usually conformable with lower beds. Although best seen in drumlins with contorted 
bedding, it is possible to see these two tills within gravel- and till-cored drumlins containing 
flat-lying beds. The thick till cap under the center of the hill thins away from the summit to 
the point where it remains the same thickness over the drumlin's lower flank (Fig. 7). The 
gravel- till contact is horizontal and conformable to the sand and gravel layers up to a point 
where the contact begins to cut across the layers. However, it is in the drumlins that contain 
large folds that one finds the most dramatic distinction between truncated and truncating tills. 
Where large overturned folds or clastic dikes have brought steep-angled outwash beds close 
to the surface of the drumlin, it is common to see one thin till cutting across the gravel bedding, 
while a thicker till is conformably lying atop the folded gravels. The conformable till was 
probably deposited during ice advance; the truncating till was likely deposited near the 
margin of the retreating ice (Whittecar and Mickelson, 1977) . 

Because of their practically identical composition, it is difficult to distinguish between the 
"advance" and "retreat" tills where they are in contact. It may be possible in some excellent 
exposures to trace a contact based on a slight difference in stoniness or vague hints of uncon
formable bedding and occasional sand lenses. However, in no exposure does unquestionable 
glaciofluvial material that could not have been a thin smearing of debris from an adjacent, 
truncated outwash unit lie between the two tills. 
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The lack of diffnellecs between th ese two tills suggests thcy were deposited by the same 
glacier. Because the till eon/Clrma blc to the gravel bedding is in\'olved in loca lized deformation 
and is trunca ted a t the ma rgin of the drumlin, it surely was deposited before or int ermitt ently 
during the erosion of the drumlins . This thick till was probably deposited as the iee irregula rly 
advanced over the outwash plain once covering the Waukesha a rea. W e inrormally rerer to 
this as "advance" till. W e think that the thin "retreat " till which bla nkets the drumlin 
landscape was deposited as the ice-sheet margin retrea ted OV(' r the new drumlins and bac k 
into tilt' Lake Michigan basin. 

Most of the sedimentary layers exposed within the drumlins are in their original Rat-l ying 
positions. The implica tions of findin g this la rgely undistu rbed drift trunca ted by the drumlin 
rorms are quite clea r: the drumlin shapes were carved by subglacial erosion. As the Lake 
Michigan ice spread out of its basin. it cut the pre-existing landscape into elonga ted hills 
aligned in the direct ion of ice flow. Furthermore, from the hills' shapes and the pattern of 
drumlin distribution discussed earlier, we deduce other aspects of the ice flow and erosion . 

(a ) The fan-shaped pattern of drumlins in both the Waukcsha area a nd the Green Bay 
lobe to the west suggests that compressive flow conditions existed in a broad zone up-i ce or the 
margin . In compressive flow, ice spreads towards the margin or the lobe and slows down 
relative to the ice up-glacier. This flow regime produces ice How away from the base or the 
glacier and tends to result in debris being carried higher up into the ice (Nye, Ig.'i2). 
W eenma n ( 196 1) and others predicted that geothermal Rux and fri ction would melt water' 
from the sole of a large ice sheet. At some point, as the melt wat er migrated towards th e 
colder toe of the ice. it would rerreeze to the glacier, probably incorpora ting large quantities 
or rractured or unconsolidated substrata. Ir these zones of regela tion and compressive flow 
coincided, the potential for basal erosion could be very high. Such a juxtapositioning of zones 
would not be unlikely . Clay ton a nd Moran ([C I9 74] ) , Boulton ( 1972 ) , a nd others considered 
it quite possible that the Pleistocene ice advanced over the permafi'ost in some areas and that 
their margins were frozen to their beds. Such a froz en ice margin would have little or no basal 
sliding, thereby additionally slowing the peripheral ice and enhancing the difference in Row 
velocities from the center to the margins of the ice sheet. 

(b) The clustering of the drumlins and streamlined ridges on distinct uplands suggest 
that the ice formed the drumlins on the highlands of the pre-existing landscape. Within these 
clusters, drumlin summits commonly are a rra nged in the en rellclon or side-by-side pattern of 
three to five hills tha t has been described in many drumlin la ndscapes (e.g. Alden, Ig05; 
Fairchild , I g07; Hollingworth, 193 r ; Rose a nd Letzer , I (77 ) . Although this ti ght lineal' 
grouping may 1)(' a product of randomly distribut ed dmmlins such as depicted by Smalley and 
Unwin ( 1968, p. 384), the patt ern is so preva lent as to suggest that certain circumstances 
during rorma tion created this alignment. For examplr, the ell k lle/on hills might be produced 
by eroding ice Howing over sets of interHuves running oblique to the Row of ice. Where this 
occurred , it may be possible in limited an'as to es tima te the la nd surface existing before the 
ice adva nced . 

INTERNAL STR UCT U RES 

A few or the J 7 drumlins exposed near Waukesha show varying d egrees or disturbed 
bedding as well as horizontal layers. Most of the fea tures fall into a continuum of large 
defmmation fCatmes ra nging from mostly fl a t-lying bedding through la rge clas tic dikes a nd 
overturned folds to highl y faulted and folded structural complexes. 

Clastic dikes 

Clastic dikes are well exposed in two drumlins south-east of Waukesha. Figure 3 shows 
one clastic dike which has steeply dipping gravels wa rped about a wedge of highly contorted 
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fin e sands, silts, and till. The gravels fl a tten out within 30 m of the cent er of the dike. Nlany 
dikes J'cach to the surface of the d ru mlin , often forcing sands and gravels very close to the 
surface w here they may be exposed by post-glacial erosion. Some dikes' cores are elongated 
bodies w hich trend in the sa me direc tion as a ll o ther dikes within tha t drumlin ; other dikes' 
cores a rc morC' equi-d imensiona l in plan view a nd resem ble domes ra ther than doubly plunging 
a nti cl ines. 

The ori en ta ti on of the dikes found within the two dru mlins is puzzling (Fig. 4) ' O ne 
drumli n has over ten dikes; two dikes a re perpendicula r to the ice fl ow, one dike is a dom al 
feat ure a nd the rest tJ'end parall el to the long axis of the drumlin . T he o ther drumlin has a 
zone of dikes a nd upwa rpi ng which trends perpendicula r to ice fl ow. Dikes pa ra ll el to the 

CLASTIC DIKEl 

--

Fig. 3. Pholograph alld Jkelch of a cia.flic dike. The pit wall iJ f)- I Q 1/1 high. Ice Jlow waJ almost direct!)' into the page. 
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ice-flow direction might be explained by the compressive ice-flow regimes which apparently 
a re present where drumlins a re formed . In compressive flow, the maximum tensile stress is 
perpendicular to the ice-flow direction (Nye, 1952). As the material in the cores of the dikes 
moved upward , it would have penetrated the overlying gravels in directions along which the 
gravels were most likely to separate. If no inherent weaknesses were present in the overlying 
gravels, compressive fl ow may have induced the gravels to separate a long lines pa rallel to ice 
flow. Dikes not parallel to ice flow are more difficult to explain. They may have started their 
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Fig. 4. Maps of parts qf excavated drumlins showing clastic dikes, faulted clastic dikes, and minor folds. In Figure 4a, the 
drumlin axis is roughly 30 m norlh-west qf the coTtler of the pit; in Figure 4b, the drumlin axis is roughly lOO m north-west 
of the pit. 
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upwelling in areas where cracks (e.g. ice wedges?) or some other weak lineation provided the 
easiest route for movement of the underlying material. Unfortunately, our considerations 
about the causes of clastic-dike orientation are highly speculative since the observations are 
limited to so few sites. 

The presence of these clastic dikes invites a number of interpretations of subglacial 
conditions. For these dikes to form, the finer-grained beds under the thick outwash must have 
been mobilized due to some sub-ice process. Several mechanisms may have played a role in 
initially destabilizing the cores of the dikes. Because of changes in dilatancy caused by 
increased shear and loading, finer-grained materials deform more quickly than coarser 
deposits (Smalley and Unwin, 1968). Therefore, as ice thickened over a particular location, 
increased stresses may have reached a mobilizing threshold level in the fine sands, silts, and 
tills, while the gravels were still resisting deformation. If the sediments were saturated, other 
potential instabilities may have occurred either because of increased pore pressure caused by 
thicker ice and greater hydrostatic heads, or because of reverse density gradients caused by 
low-porosity gravel lying over fine-grained sediment having a higher porosity. Probably a 
combination of these and other factors induced the finer-grained sediment to become less 
stable and move upwards in the stratigraphic section. 

The presence of the dikes also suggests that, once the finer-grained beds were unstable 
and capable of moving, differential pressures around the drumlin could have aided the move
ment of material up into the drumlin form. The pressures due to loading along the flanks of 
the hills would be slightly greater than those on the summit because of the height of the 
column of ice above each point. Furthermore, shear stress resulting from ice movement would 
be highest on the up-ice flank and side slopes of the drumlin. Earlier studies (Boulton, 
[CI974], 1976) have suggested that, as ice flows around an obstacle, these pressure differentials 
create lower stress or even cavitation on the tops and lee sides of the obstacle. Several workers 
have used this concept to propose that material at the base of the ice moves into zones ofiawer 
pressure (Gravenor and Menley, 1958; Evenson, [C I 97 I]) . This concept also seems applicable 
to some of the drumlins in the Waukesha area. 

Folds with overturned bedding 

Folds with overturned bedding are found in five of the drumlins which have deformed 
bedding. Two types of these folds may be significant to drumlin formation: (I) very large 
folds which probably resulted from the faulting of the two limbs ofa clastic dike and continued 
movement of one of the limbs , and (2) large S-shaped shear folds along the flanks of drumlins 
which have fold axes oblique to the long axis of the drumlin. 

The first fold type may incorporate a sizable fraction ( 10% + ) of the interior of the 
drumlin. It was apparently started as the two limbs of a clastic dike were displaced along a 
high-angled fault near the dike's core. One limb was thrust upward more rapidly than the 
other, resulting in material low in the stratigraphic section being pushed close to the surface 
(Fig. 5). Within two of the Waukesha drumlins, as the detached limb moved upward along 
the fault, the beds nearest the surface were overturned. The mechanism of this overturning 
is unknown, although it is probably related to the shear stress of the ice, ice-flow direction, 
and the respective orientations of the fault and the active limb of the clastic dike. Furthermore, 
since near-vertical faults with high-angled thrusting are found in many other drumlins in the 
Waukesha area, it seems possible that large-scale overturned folds and thrusts might develop 
in drumlins without clastic dikes. 

In three locations along flanks of two drumlins, normally horizontal beds were warped into 
large S-shaped folds with their axes oblique to the ice-flow direction. Figure 6a pictures one 
such fold in glacial materials which was truncated by the till along the side of the drumlin. 
The orientation of these fold axes might be explained by examining the stresses developed 
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Fig. 5. Photograph and sketch of the faulted clastic dike shown in Figure 4b. 2- 4 m of till were stripped from the t()p of the 
cut by mining operations. 

along the side of a drumlin as ice flowed around it. If the shear stress of the moving ice is TI 

and its normal stress is 1)), the stress vectors resisting shear and normal pressures would be TD 

and 1)D (Fig. 6b). The resultant vectors, cr" would be the sums of these stresses. The strain 
ellipsoid produced by these stresses shows that the fold axes at this point should be oblique to 
the direction of ice flow. On viewing the entire drumlin, the predicted pattern of fold axes 
produced in this way might be like that pictured in Figure 6b. The three observed folds of this 
style fit the pattern well. In these situa tions the folds seem to be tht" result of ice shearing past 
tbe drumlin form disturbing otherwise horizontal bedding. 
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b 

Fig. 6. (a) Cross-section sketch of one observed shear fold at the side of one drumlin. Ice .flow is into the page. (b) Strain· 
ellipsoid showing possible stresses developed as ice .flows past drumlin .flank and map view of a drumlin showing potential 
directions of orientations of shear fold axes. TI and TD are shearing stresses,. 1/1 and 1/D are normal stresses. 0, is the 
resulting greatest principal stress (after Moody and Hill, 1956 ). 

Fold and fault complexes 

The final structural style observed in the Waukesha drumlin field is represented by the 
highly faulted and folded complex of beds found within one drumlin . Overturned folds, fault 
blocks seemingly isolated from their companion block, and several near-vertical faults with 
tens of feet of displacement were all jumbled into the one pit wall still remaining of this 
excavated drumlin. It appeared as though most of the material in the drumlin had undergone 
some movement by at least one of the mechanisms described in less complex drumlin structures. 
Thus, the structural form of this drumlin's interior is at the end of the range of structures 
including horizontal bedding and clastic dikes (Fig. 7). As in all of the drumlins observed, the 
internal structures of this complex drumlin were all truncated by the thin till draped over the 
surface of the drumlin. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The two basal tills referred to as "advance" and "retreat" tills can be explained as products 
of deposition by the ice along a marginal zone around the glacier. Combined with the zone of 
partial erosion and drumlin formation, the regimes under the ice are visualized as zones of 
differing processes resulting in till deposition, drumlin formation due to partial erosion, and an 
interior zone of either erosion or no erosional/depositional activity at all (Fig. 8). The 
boundaries between these zones could be quite distinct or very transitional , probably depend
ing on ice-margin fluctuations, geology of the substrata, shear stresses, ice-flow velocities, 
basal melt water, and a host of other variables. Despite the transitional nature of some zones' 
boundaries, we have seen no evidence to show that till was being deposited at the same time 
and place that a drumlin was being shaped. Yet, from our observations and because of the 
work of others (e.g. Savage, unpublished ), deposition during drumlin formation cannot be 
ruled out. 
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Fig .. 7. Idealized range of structures found within the Waukesha-area drumlins. Included in these sketches are "advance" and 
'''retreat'' tills, clastic dikes, high-angle faults, large overturned folds , and highly complex combinations of these features . 
All sections are along the short axes <if the drumlins. All stratigraphic symbols are diagrammatic and are only meant to 
represent till lying over stratified drift. 
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Fig. 8. Map view of the hypothesized regimes under an ice lobe. 

Based upon the internal structures within the drumlins in the Waukesha area, we propose 
that the following sequence of events was involved in the formation of these drumlins. 

I. Several advances of glacier ice and deposition of outwash and tills over incised bedrock 
topography. 

2. Advance of ice over stream-dissected, drift-mantled topography and deposition of 
"advance" till in a zone near the margin of the glacier. This till is conformable with 
the bedding planes beneath it. 

3. Continued advance and thickening of the ice. At this time the area may have been in a 
region of compressive flow and also in a zone of regelation of basal melt water. Erosion 
of the drumlin shapes. 

4. Within a few drumlins there was localized folding of gravels, injection of fines as clastic 
dikes, faulting of some dikes, and thrusting as material was generally moved into the 
drumlin form from beneath. This occurred as erosion was continually removing 
material from the surface of the drumlin. 

5. Retreat and thinning of the ice and deposition of basal till over the eroded surface. 
This "retreat" till was deposited near the retreating margin and is overlain in a few 
places by ablation till, ice-contact stratified drift, and outwash. 

The individual structures exhibited in the drift in the Waukesha drumlins can be explained 
as elements in a range of deformation styles (Fig. 7). This serie.s of possible structural forms 
begins with undisturbed horizontal bedding, continues through features showing increasing 
amounts of movement of material such as large clastic dikes, high-angled faults, and various 
styles of folds with overturned bedding. The end members of the range of features have 
faulted and folded complexes of disturbed subglacial debris. The particular structures 
described from the Waukesha drumlins may be unique results formed by special situations in 
ice-temperature regimes, ground-water flow, stratigraphy, and sediment bulk densities. 
In other drumlin fields, the detailed features of this particular sequence may be replaced by 
other structures. Whatever the features shown, however, they often indicate that material was 
being moved into the drumlin form from below. 
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Undoubtedly there are many factors controlling the size and shape of drumlins, including 
ice-flow velocities (Chorley, 1959), type of material, and thickness of the ice (Boulton, [CI974]). 
We feel that the drumlin shape is primarily a product of subglacial erosion. However, we 
suggest that one of the factors that should be considered in the development of a drumlin's 
size is the relationship between the rate of erosion of the drumlin and the rate of the movement 
of material into the drumlin form. The two rates may be entirely independent. Yet it is 
conceivable that, if more material is being moved into the drumlin form than is being removed 
from the surface, the drumlin may grow in size. If the reverse is true and a net loss of material 
occurs due to relatively higher rates of glacial erosion, the drumlin should decrease in height 
through time. If these relationships are true, then some drumlins may owe their external shape 
to erosion by the ice yet the material within the drumlin may be there because of construc
tional activities. 

Finally, the "depositional" origin of many drumlins might be attributed to the presence of 
a thick "advance" till that has been eroded into drumlins. Gravenor (1953) suggested a quite 
similar argument for "moraines of advance" being over-run by ice and eroded into drumlin 
forms. It might also be true that, if the over-run till was mobilized in ways similar to the drift 
in the Waukesha drumlin field, then any bedding or fabric in the till may be extensively 
deformed. In this way, a drumlin composed entirely of till layers which are identical to the 
surface "retreat" till might be formed by erosional processes. 
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